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Let + be a nondegenerate Gaussian measure on a Hilbert space H. For an
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of Gaussian Sobolev spaces thus extending the P. A. Meyer result on equivalence
of norms. The main tools are the LittlewoodPaleyStein inequalities which are
proved under minimal assumptions by a purely analytic method following E. Stein
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1. INTRODUCTION
Let +=N(0, C) be a nondegenerate Gaussian measure on a real
separable Hilbert space H. For any selfadjoint and nonnegative operator A
in H we can define, by means of the second quantization operator 1, a
C0 -semigroup
etL=1(e&tA), t0, (1.1)
of positive contractions on L p(H, +), see [18] for details. According to the
representation given in Section 2 below, the semigroup (etL) is sometimes
called a (generalized) Mehler semigroup. The aim of this paper is to prove
the elliptic LittlewoodPaleyStein inequalities associated with (etL) and
consequently derive a version of the Meyer equivalence of norms for the
generator L of this semigroup.
If A= 12 I then the semigroup (e
tL) may be identified with the transition
semigroup of the so-called Malliavin process (Xt) which is defined as a
unique solutions of the equation
dX=&12 X dt+- C dW,
where (Wt) is a standard cylindrical Wiener process on H. In this case
L=&DI* DI , where DI stands for the Malliavin derivative. Meyer proved
in [14] (see also [13, 24]), that for certain absolute constants :p(m)
and ;p(m)
:p(m) &,&m, p&(I&L)m2 ,&0, p;p(m) &,&m, p , (1.2)
where
&,& pm, p= :
m
k=0
|
H
&DkI ,(x)&
p
HS +(dx),
for all m=0, 1, ... and p # (1, ). It was shown by Shigekawa in [21] that
if A is unbounded then the P. A. Meyer equivalence of norms in its original
form does not hold anymore unless m=1. Under some additional assump-
tions on A, which are discussed below, it is shown in [21] that the family
of graph norms,
[&(I&L)m2 ,&Lp : m0]
is equivalent to the family of Sobolev norms (see Section 2 for definitions
of the gradient DA and the operator Am)
[&(I+Am)k DmA ,&0, p : k, m0].
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However, in [21] the explicit characterization of the domains for p{2 has
not been carried out. Let us note that the case m=1 was also studied in
[22], essentially under the same assumptions as in [21].
In this paper we provide a complete characterization of the domains of
(I&L)m2 in L p(H, +) for all p # (1, ) and m=1, 2, ... under the sole
assumption
(Ah, h) 0, h # dom(A). (1.3)
This work owes much to the interesting works [20, 21] from which we
adopted some auxiliary results, but, similarly as in [17], our approach is
based on classical ideas of Stein [23] and is purely analytic. Using this
approach and invoking some results on bounded imaginary powers of
operators we are able to considerably simplify the arguments from [21]
and obtain an explicit characterization of the domains of (I&L)m2.
We now compare in more detail our assumptions with those of [21].
Our operator A has a slightly different meaning from A in [20, 21], while
the semigroups (etL) are identical. In the present work A acts in the space
H, which supports the Gaussian measure + while in [21] it acts in the
reproducing kernel Hilbert space H0=C12(H). Comparing the Mehler
formulas (2.5) below and (2.4) in [21] we find that
e&tA =C 12e&tAC&12, A =C12AC&12, on H0 ,
where A stands for A from [21]. Note that by [4], (e&tA ) can be extended
to a C0 -semigroup of contractions on H if and only if e&tA (H0)/H0 and
then (etL) can be identified with the transition semigroup of a certain
OrnsteinUhlenbeck process (1.4) on H. In our setting, and identifying H0
with its dual, the basic assumptions from [21] are equivalent to the exist-
ence of a reversible diffusion process on H associated with L, that for every
k1 the space n=1 dom(A
n) & H0 is a core for Ak and e&tA is a strict
contraction for every t>0. In the present paper we eliminate these condi-
tions and the only assumption we need is (1.3).
Our main tool for the characterization of domains are the Littlewood
PaleyStein inequalities. For the case A=&12 I the LittlewoodPaleyStein
inequalities proved in [14] yield boundedness in L p(H, +) of the Riesz
transforms and then inequalities (1.2) follow. It was shown in [1] that
using finite dimensional approximations one can prove boundedness of the
first Riesz transform with optimal constant. However, the argument in [1]
does not apply in case of arbitrary unbounded selfadjoint A. Another
approach to the proof of boundedness of the Riesz transform based on the
transference method was proposed in [16].
In the first part of this paper we exploit the method of [23] as follows.
Let L(n) denote the generator of the semigroup e&tL (e&tA) n acting in
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the space L p(H, +; H n). We prove that for every n0 the Littlewood
Paley functions associated with the semigroup (e&t - I&L(n)) satisfy the
LittlewoodPaleyStein inequalities. For dim H< this result was proved
in [12]. In case of unbounded A and n=0 the LittlewoodPaleyStein
inequalities were proved in [17] under a stronger assumption that A has
the complete set of eigenvectors from H0 .
Let us emphasise that under assumption (a) from [21] L admits a core
of smooth cylindrical functions which form an algebra in all L p(H, +). This
fact considerably simplifies the arguments in [17, 20, 21]. Since we do not
assume any relation between dom(A) and H0 , such an algebra of functions
is not available. Therefore, we have to deal first with the problem of
construction of a ‘‘good’’ core of measurable functions for L(n) which is
invariant for (e&t - I&L(n)). Similarly, the definition of Sobolev spaces W n, pA
and the proof that they are subspaces of L p(H, +) become more involved.
If A is bounded then the LittlewoodPaleyStein inequalities yield imme-
diately, by the well known arguments, the boundedness of Riesz transforms.
Since L(n) is an extension of LIH n&ILp An , where An is a generator of
(e&tA) n, we cannot expect the classical form of the Meyer inequality to hold
for unbounded A. In this case we need to modify the definition of Sobolev
spaces and to invoke the fact that ILp An and LIHn have bounded
imaginary powers in L p(H, +; H n), which finally allows us to identify the
domains of (I&L(n))m2 in L p(H, +; H n).
An important special case of (1.1) arises in the investigation of linear
stochastic evolution equations on H. Consider an equation
{dZ(t)=BZ(t) dt+- Q dW(t),Z(0)=x, (1.4)
where B generates a strongly continuous semigroup (V(t)) and W stands
for a standard cylindrical Wiener process on H. The solution to (1.4) has
a unique solution Z, called an OrnsteinUhlenbeck process, which defines
a GaussMarkov process on H with the invariant measure +OU. It was
shown in [4] that the transition semigroup ROUt of this process enjoys the
property ROUt =1(V0(t)), where (V0(t)) is a certain C0 -semigroup of
contractions on H. If the invariant measure +OU is reversible then the semi-
group (V0(t)) is symmetric and therefore (ROUt ) is a special case of (1.1).
A complete characterization of the domain of the generator LOU of the
semigroup (ROUt ) in term of B and Q is provided in [5]. Given a charac-
terization of the domain of LOU, one can use the perturbation theory to
study more general partial differential operators with variable coefficients
and related diffusion processes (see [7, 8]).
Finally, in [6] we demonstrate that in order to study the compact
imbeddings of GaussSobolev spaces and Helmholtz decompositions of
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functions from L p(H, +; H n) one needs to characterize the semigroups
(1.1) more general than those associated with the transition semigroups of
Gaussian Feller processes on H.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we define the Sobolev
spaces W n, pA and collect some basic properties of the semigroups (e
tL(n)) and
(e&t - I&L(n)). In Section 4 we provide a proof of the LittlewoodPaley
Stein inequalities for those semigroups. In Section 5 we give a proof of the
main theorem which identifies domp (I&L(n))m2 with certain Sobolev
spaces. Finally, in the Appendix we provide proofs of some technical
lemmas from Section 3.
2. PRELIMINARIES
Let H be a separable Hilbert space with the inner product ( } , } ) and
let + denote a Gaussian measure on H with the covariance operator C. The
following is a standing hypothesis for the rest of the paper.
Hypothesis 2.1.
|
H
(x, h) +(dx)=0, h # H,
tr(C)< and ker(C)=[0].
Let Z be another separable Hilbert space. For a measurable function
, : H  Z we use the notation
&,&p=\|H &,(x)& p +(dx)+
1p
, p # [1, ),
where & }& denotes the norm in Z.
Let us recall the ItoWiener decomposition
L2(H, +)= 
n0
Hn
of the space L2(H, +) into a direct sum of polynomial chaoses Hn . We will
denote by In the orthogonal projection of L2(H, +) onto Hn .
If h # H0=C12(H) then the function
,h(x)=(C&12x, h)
is defined for every x # H. By a well known argument ,h is a well defined
measurable function even if h  H0 and &,h &2=&h&.
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Let K/H be a linear space dense in H and let Y/Z be a dense sub-
space of Z. Let
P(K, Y)=lin[,nky: k # K, y # Y, n0].
Then P(K, Y) is a dense subspace of L p(H, +; Z) for every p # [1, ). If
K=dom (T1) and Y=dom (T2), where T1 , T2 are densely defined then we
write P(T1 , T2) instead of P(dom (T1), dom (T2)). If Y=R then we write
P(K) and L p(H, +), respectively. By the properties of Hermite polynomials
In(,mk ) # P(K) for every k # K.
For , # P(H0) let D, denote the Fre chet derivative of , and let
DI,=C12 D,.
Then the Sobolev space W 1, pI is defined as the completion of P(H0) with
respect to the norm
&,& pI, 1, p=&,&
p
p +|
H
&DI,(x)& p +(dx).
For n>1 we define W n, pI as the completion of P(H0) with respect to the
norm
&,& pI, n, p=&,&
p
I, n&1, p+|
H
&DnI ,(x)&
p +(dx),
where &DnI ,(x)& denotes the HilbertSchmidt norm in H
n. It is well
known and it follows from Lemma 2.3 below that W n, pI can be identified
with a subspace of L p(H, +) for all p # (1, ). Equivalently, the operator
DI with the domain P(H0) is closable and its closure will be also denoted
by DI . Similarly, the operator DnI with the domain W
n, p
I is closed in
Wn&1, pI . Therefore, by the limiting argument ,
m
h # W
n, p
I for every h # H
and
DI,mh =m,
m&1
h h, (2.1)
DnI ,
m
h =m(m&1) } } } (m&n+1) ,
m&n
h h
n, nm. (2.2)
Consequently, P(H)/W n, pI for all p>1 and n1.
In the sequel we assume the following
Hypothesis 2.2. A is a selfadjoint operator in H and
(Ah, h) 0, h # dom(A).
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Let
DA=A12 DI , dom(DA)=P(A12)
and
DnA=(A
12) n DnI , dom(D
n
A)=P(A
12).
It follows from (2.1) and (2.2) that DnA is well defined for every n1.
Lemma 2.3. The operator DA is closable in L p(H, +) for every p # (1, ).
Proof. Since dom(DA) is dense in L p(H, +), the adjoint operator D*A
exists and it is enough to prove that D*A is densely defined in Lq(H, +; H),
where q= pp&1. To this end take ,
n
h and ,
m
g k for h, k # dom(A
12) and g # H.
Then from (2.1)
(DA ,nh , ,
m
g k)=n(A
12h, k)(,n&1h , ,
m
g ) =n(h, A
12k)(,n&1h , ,
m
g ).
Note that
|
H
|,h(x)| r +(dx)=&h&r |
R
| y| r N(0, 1)(dy)
and therefore for a certain c( p, n)<
|(DA ,nh , ,
m
g k) |nc( p, n) &A
12k& &,mg &q &,
n
h&p .
Hence, ,mg k # domq(D*A) and by linearity P(H, A
12)/ domq(D*A). Since
P(H, A12) is dense in Lq(H, +; H) the lemma follows. K
We still denote by DA the closed extension of (DA , P(A12)). Its domain,
endowed with the norm
&,&A, 1, p=\&,& pp +|H &DA ,(x)& p +(dx)+
1p
,
will be denoted by W 1, pA =W
1, p
A (H, +) and may be identified with a sub-
space of L p(H, +).
We will need also an operator DA I acting in the space L p(H, +; H n)
for p # (1, ). Clearly, DA I is well defined on the domain P(A12)Y,
where Y is any dense subspace of H n and for , # P(A12)Y we have
DA ,(x) # H  (n+1)/L(H, H n). If there is no danger of misunderstand-
ing then we use the notation DA instead of DA I. Moreover, DAI is
closable operator from L p(H, +; H n) to L p(H, +; H  (n+1)), p # (1, ).
Hence, the closure of P(A12)Y with respect to the norm & }&A, 1, p , where
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now &DA ,(x)& is the HilbertSchmidt norm in H  (n+1), is a subspace of
L p(H, +; H n) and will be denoted by Wn, 1, p. For n2 and , # P(A12)
we define the Sobolev norms
&,& pA, n, p=&,&
p
A, n&1, p+|
H
&DnA,(x)&
p +(dx),
where the norm of the operator DnA,(x) is the HilbertSchmidt norm in the
space H n. The completion of P(A12) in the norm & }&A, n, p is denoted by
Wn, pA . In the sequel we omit the subscript A and write & }&n, p instead of
& }&A, n, p . It follows easily from Lemma 2.3 that DnA with the domain W n, pA
is closed in W n&1, pA . Consequently, W
n, p
A may be identified with a subspace
of W n&1, pA . Finally, we use also operators D
k
AI, k2, acting in
L p(H, +; H n). The Sobolev space W n, k, pA is defined as the completion of
P(A12)Y with respect to the norm & }&n, p , where &DA ,(x)& denotes the
HilbertSchmidt norm in H  (n+k). Then DkAI with the domain W
n, k, p
A
is a closed operator in W n, k&1, pA .
Remark 2.4. Note that &DA,(x)&H=&D A ,(x)&H0 , where D A is a gradient
operator defined in [21] and a similar identification can be made for DnA ,
n1.
Hypothesis 2.2 implies that the family of operators
S(t)=e&tA, t0,
defines a strongly continuous semigroup on H and
&S(t)&1, t0.
Given a C0 -semigroup on H we can define a semigroup Rt=1(S(t)) acting
on the space L p(H, +), p # (1, ). The operator 1(S(t)) is the second quan-
tization operator as defined, for example, in [18] (see also [4]). Let us
recall that Rt is originally defined on L2(H, +) and
Rt In(,h1 } } } ,hn)=In(,S(t) h1 } } } ,S(t) hn), (2.3)
for any n1 and any collection h1 , ..., hn # H. We denote by L the gener-
ator of (Rt). It follows from (2.3) that for n1 and h1 , ..., hn # dom (A)
LIn(,h1 } } } ,hn)=& :
n
k=1
In(,h1 } } } ,hk&1 ,Ahk ,hk+1 } } } ,hn). (2.4)
The semigroup (Rt) may be extended to L p(H, +) in the following way. If
B is a bounded linear operator on H then the operator C12BC&12 is bounded
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on H0 and therefore it can be extended in a unique way to a +-measurable
linear transformation BC on H such that
|
H
&BC x&2 +(dx)=tr (C 12BB*C 12).
It has been shown in [4] that +-a.e.
Rt ,(x)=|
H
,((e&tA)C x+(- I&e&2tA)C y) +(dy) (2.5)
for every , # L2(H, +) and the above formula defines a strongly continuous
semigroup of contractions in all spaces L p(H, +) for p # [1, ). See also
[10, 11], where a slightly different Mehler formula is used in locally convex
spaces. For a detailed study of a more general class of Mehler semigroups
see [2].
For every n1 and t0 we define an operator
R(n)t =RtS
n(t) : L p(H, +; H n)  L p(H, +; H n),
and for n=0 we put R(0)t =Rt .
Lemma 2.5. For every n0 and p # (1, ) the following holds.
(i) (R (n)t ) is a C0 -semigroup of contractions on L
p(H, +; H n) and
for , # L p(H, +; H n)
R (n)t ,(x)=|
H
S n(t) ,((S(t))C x+(- I&S(2t))C y) +(dy), (2.6)
+-a.e. Moreover, for every , # L p(H, +; H n) R (n)t , has a modification such
that for +-a.a. x the function
(0, ) % t  R(n)t ,(x)
is analytic.
(ii) For every , # L p(H, +; H n) there exists FH such that +(F)=1
and for every x # F and t0
&R (n)t ,(x)&Rt(&,( } )&)(x), (2.7)
and
&R (n)t ,(x)&
2Rt(&,( } )&2)(x). (2.8)
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(iii) The space P(A) is a core for L in L p(H, +). Moreover, if C0 is a
core for L and C1 is a core for A then
Cn=lin[,h n : , # C0 , h # C1]
is a core for L(n) and on Cn
L(n)=LIHn&IL p An , (2.9)
where A0=0 and for n1
An= :
n
k=1
I  (k&1)H AI
 (n&k)
H .
Proof. (i) Since H n is a Hilbert space it follows from the result in
[26, pp. 224225] that &R (n)t ,&p&S(t)& &,&p for , # L p(H, +; H n) and
then it is easy to see that (R (n)t ) is a C0 -semigroup; see also [4]. To prove
(2.6) note first that (2.6) holds for ,=k n with  # L p(H, +) and k # H
by (2.5) and hence for , # L p(H, +; H n). Finally, since (R (n)t ) is a contrac-
tion semigroup in L p(H, +; H n) and is symmetric in L2(H, +; H n), it is
analytic in L p(H, +; H n) for p # (1, ), see [23, p. 67]. Hence, (again by
[23, p. 72]) for , # L p(H, +; H n), there exists a modification of R (n)t ,
such that for t>0 the function t  R(n)t ,(x) is analytic for +-almost every x.
(ii) Fix , # L p(H, +; H n). Then by (2.6) for every t0
&R (n)t ,(x)&|
H
&,((S(t))C x+(- I&S(2t))C y)& +(dy)=Rt(&,&)(x),
for +-a.e. x. Similarly we show that (2.8) holds for +-a.e. x. By (i), R (n)t , has
a continuous modification. Let
G=[x # H : t  R (n)t ,(x) continuous]
and
Ft=[x # H : (2.7) and (2.8) holds].
Then +(F )=1 for
F=G & ,
0t, t rational
Ft
and therefore (ii) follows.
(iii) The first part of (iii) follows immediately from (2.4). See also
[4]. The last part of (iii) follows easily since (R (n)t ) is a C0 -semigroup in
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L p(H, +; H n) and it is easy to check that Cn is dense in L p(H, +; H n)
and invariant for R(n)t . Hence the result follows from [9, Theorem 1.9, p. 8].
K
Proposition 2.6. For , # dom2(L)
L=&D*A DA .
Proof. Let us recall first the following well known identity for generalized
Hermite polynomials
In(,nh) ,k=In+1(,k,
n
h)+n (h, k) In&1(,
n&1
h ), h, k # H, (2.10)
which holds for any n1. We have In(,nh) # W
1, p
A and it is easy to check
that
DA In(,nh)=nIn&1(,
n&1
h ) A
12h, h # dom(A12).
Note also that if k, h # dom(A12) then In(,nh) k # dom(D*A) and
D*A(In(,nh) k)=&nIn&1(,
n&1
h ) (A
12h, k)+,A12kIn(,nh).
Hence, for ,nh with h # dom(A) we find that
D*A DA In(,nh)=&nD*A(In&1(,
n&1
h ) A
12h)
=n(n&1) (Ah, h) In&2(,n&2h )&n (C
&12x, Ah) In&1(,n&1h )
=n(n&1) (Ah, h) In&2(,n&2h )&n,Ah In&1(,
n&1
h ).
Taking into account (2.10) and (2.4) we find that
LIn(,nh)=&D*A DAIn(,
n
h), h # dom(A).
By linearity and polarization this equation holds for all , # P(A). By part
(iii) of Lemma 2.5, P(A) is a core for L and the proposition follows. K
Lemma 2.7. For every n0, p # (1, ) and , # W n, 1, pA
DAR (n)t ,=R
(n+1)
t DA,. (2.11)
Proof. It is enough to prove the lemma for the case n=0. The
arguments for n>0 are similar. If , # P(A) then by [4]
DIRt ,=(RtS(t)) DI,.
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Since Rt, # P(A) by (2.3) and because A12S(t)=S(t) A12 on dom(A) we
find that
DA Rt ,=A12(Rt S(t)) DI ,=(RtS(t)) A12 DI,=R (1)t DA ,.
Now (2.11) follows by limiting argument. K
Let
Q(n)t =e
&t - I&L(n).
Then (see, for example, [9, pp. 5859])
Q (n)t ,=|

0
e&sR (n)s ,&t(ds), t>0, (2.12)
where
&t(ds)=
t
- 4?s3
e&t 24s ds,
and the integral in (2.12) denotes the Bochner integral in L p(H, +; H n).
For n=0 we write Q (0)t =Qt . Note that by the last part of (i) in Lemma
2.5 the integral
Q (n)t ,(x)=|

0
e&sR (n)s ,(x) &t(ds) (2.13)
is well defined for +-a.e. x.
Lemma 2.8. For all n0 and p # (1, ) the following holds.
(i) (Q (n)t ) is a C0 -semigroup of contractions on L
p(H, +; H n) and
for every , # L p(H, +; H n), Q (n)t , has a modification such that for +-a.e. x
the function
(0, ) % t  Q (n)t ,(x)
is analytic.
(ii) For every , # L p(H, +; H n) there exists F/H, such that
+(F )=1 and for every x # F and t0
&Q (n)t ,(x)&Qt(&,( } )&)(x), (2.14)
and
&Q (n)t ,(x)&
2Qt(&,( } )&2)(x). (2.15)
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(iii) For every , # W n, 1, pA
DA Q (n)t ,=Q
(n+1)
t DA ,. (2.16)
Proof. (i) The first part of (i) follows from (2.12) and part (i) of
Lemma 2.5. The second part of (i) may be obtained by the same arguments
as in the proof of (i) in Lemma 2.5.
(ii) The proof of (2.14) follows easily from (2.13) and (2.7). The
proof of (2.15) follows from (2.13), (2.8) and the Jensen inequality. We
complete the proof of (ii) by the same arguments as in the proof of part (ii)
of Lemma 2.5.
(iii) The operator DA is closed in L p(H, +; H n) and by (2.11) and
part (i) of Lemma 2.5
DA Q (n)t ,=|

0
e&s DAR (n)s ,&t(ds)=Q
(n+1)
t DA ,,
where we have used (2.11) in the last equality. Hence, (2.16) follows. K
3. AUXILIARY LEMMAS
In view of Lemmas 2.5, 2.7, and 2.8, (R(n)t ) and (Q
(n)
t ) are C0 -semigroups
in W n, 1, pA , p # (1, ). Let dom1, p (L
(n)) denote the domain of the generator
L(n) of the semigroup (R (n)t ) acting in W
n, 1, p
A . Let
Dn, A = ,
p>1
dom1, p(L(n)), DA =D
0, 
A ,
and
Wn, k, A = ,
p>1
W n, k, pA .
Let
K= ,

m=1
dom(Am)
and
PnA=P(K , K
n
 ).
For n=0 we write PA .
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Lemma 3.1. For every p # (1, ) and n=0, 1, ... and m=1, 2, ... the
following holds.
(i) PnA is a core for L
(n) in W n, 1, pA .
(ii) PnA is a core for (I&L
(n))m2 in L p(H, +; H n).
(iii) Dn, A is invariant for (Q
(n)
t ) and is a core for L
(n) in W n, 1, pA .
Proof. (i) Note that every , # P(A12) can be approximated in the
norm of W 1, pA by (,n)/PA . Indeed,
DA In(,nh)=nIn&1(,
n&1
h ) A
12h, n1, h # dom(A12),
and the claim follows easily for linear combinations of polynomials In(,nh).
Hence for every p1
PA =W 1, pA , (3.1)
where the closure is taken in W 1, pA . It follows from (2.4) that L(PA)/PA
hence
PA / dom1, p(L). (3.2)
Moreover, by definition of the second quantization operator Rt=1(S(t))
(see (2.3)),
Rt(PA)/PA . (3.3)
By (3.1), (3.2), and (3.3) PA is a core for L in W 1, pA and the proof for n>0
is analogous.
(ii) Let n and p>1 be fixed. We will prove that
PnA is a core fore (L
(n))m (3.4)
for all m=1, 2, ... . For m=1 (3.4) follows from (i). Note that
L(n)(PnA)/P
n
A ,
and therefore
PnA /,
m
domp(L(n))m.
Moreover, R (n)t (P
n
A)/P
n
A . Since (R
(n)
t ) restricted to domp(L
(n))m is a
C0-semigroup in domp(L(n))m endowed with the graph norm, (3.4) follows
by induction with respect to m. Finally, (ii) follows easily from (3.4).
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(iii) The proof of part (ii) implies that Dn, A is a core for L
(n) in
Wn, 1, pA and D
n, 
A is invariant for (Q
(n)
t ) because L
(n) and Q (n)t commute. K
Lemma 3.2. (i) If ,,  # W 1, A then , # W
1, 
A and
DA(,)=, DA + DA,. (3.5)
(ii) If ,,  # DA then
, # ,
p>1
domp (L)
and
L(,)(x)=(,L)(x)+(L,)(x)+2(DA ,(x), DA (x)) +-a.e.
(3.6)
Proof. See the Appendix.
Corollary 3.3. (i) If ,,  # W n, 1, A , then (,, )( } ) # W
1, 
A and for
+-a.e. x and every k # H
(DA(,( } ), ( } ))(x), k) =(DA,(x) k, (x)) +(,(x), DA(x) k).
(3.7)
(ii) If ,,  # Dn, A then (,, )( } ) # p>1 domp (L) and
L (,, )(x)=(LI,(x), (x)) +(,(x), LI(x))
+2 (DA I,(x), DAI(x)).
(iii) If ,,  # Dn, A & W
n, 2, 
A & W
n, 2, 
A then (,, ) # D

A .
Proof. (i) Let ,=,1h n and =1g n, where ,1 , 1 # PA and
h, g # K . Then
DA(,1h n, 1g n)(x)=DA(,1 1)(x)(h n, g n)
=(,1 DA 1+1 DA,1)(h n, g n)
and (3.7) holds. By linearity and polarization (3.7) follows for ,,  # PnA .
Then we complete the proof by the limiting argument as in the proof of
Lemma 3.2(i).
The proof of (ii) is similar and thus omitted.
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(iii) Let ,,  # Dn, A & W
n, 2, 
A and p>1. By Theorem 4.5.5 in [15]
dom1, p(L)=[, # W 1, pA & domp(L) : L, # W
1, p
A ].
Hence, in order to prove (iii) it is enough to show that L(,, ) # W 1, pA .
Note that (i) yields (,, LI) , (, LI,) # W 1, pA . If ,,  # P
n
A then
for h # H and +-a.e. x
(DA((DA( } ), DA ,( } )) )(x), h)=(D2A(x) h, DA,(x))
+(DA (x), D2A,(x) h) .
Therefore,
&DA((DA ( } ), DA,( } )) )(x)&
= sup
&h&1
|(DA((DA ( } ), DA,( } )) )(x), h) |
(&D2A (x)&L(H, H (n+1))+&DA(x)&)(&D
2
A,(x)&L(H, H (n+1))
+&DA,(x)&).
This estimate and the Ho lder inequality yield
&DA((DA ( } ), DA,( } )) )&p&&2, 2p &,&2, 2p .
The limiting argument completes the proof. K
Lemma 3.4. Let r # R and =>0.
(i) If , # W 1, A and ,= then ,
r # W 1, A and
DA ,r=r,r&1 DA ,. (3.8)
(ii) If , # DA and ,= then
,r # ,
p>1
domp(L)
and
L,r=r,r&1L,+r(r&1) ,r&2 &DA ,( } )&2, (3.9)
Proof. See the Appendix. K
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By Lemma 2.8 we find that for , # L p(H, +, H n)
\ 
2
t2
+L(n)&I+ Q (n)t ,(x)=0, +-a.e. (3.10)
Lemma 3.5. Let, for =0 and , # PnA
f=(t, x)=- &Q (n)t ,(x)&2+=2.
Then for n0 and p # (1, 2]
" t Q (n)t ,(x)"
2
+&DA Q (n)t ,(x)&
2

1
p( p&1)
f 2& p0 (t, x) lim inf
=  0 \
2
t2
+L+ f p= (t, x), (3.11)
for +-a.a. x. Moreover,
\ 
2
t2
+L+ f p= (t, x)0 +-a.e. (3.12)
Proof. Note that by (2.16) and (2.14) W n, 2, pA is invariant for Q
(n)
t for all
t0. Hence, Q (n)t , # W
n, 2, 
A & D
n, 
A for , # P
n
A . Therefore, by (iii) of
Corollary 3.3, f 20 , f
2
= # D

A for t0 and by (i) of Corollary 3.3
&DA(Q (n)t ,( } ), Q (n)t ,( } ))(x)&2 &DAQ (n)t ,(x)& &Q (n)t ,(x)&, (3.13)
for + a.a. x. By (3.10) we have
2
t2
f 20(t, x)=2  
2
t2
Q (n)t .(x), Q
(n)
t .(x)
+2  t Q (n)t ,(x),

t
Q (n)t ,(x)
=2 ( (I&L(n)) Q (n)t ,(x), Q
(n)
t ,(x))
+2  t Q (n)t ,(x),

t
Q (n)t ,(x) . (3.14)
Putting
g(n)(t, x)=" t Q (n)t ,(x)"
2
+&DA Q (n)t ,(x)&2 (3.15)
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and taking into account (3.14), Corollary 3.3 and finally (2.9) we obtain for
+-a.a. x
\ 
2
t2
+L+ f 20(t, x)
=2 ( (I&L(n)) Q (n)t ,(x), Q
(n)
t ,(x))+2  t Q (n)t ,(x),

t
Q (n)t ,(x)
+2 (DAQ (n)t ,(x), DAQ
(n)
t ,(x))+2 (LIQ (n)t ,(x), Q (n)t ,(x))
=2  t Q (n)t ,(x),

t
Q (n)t ,(x)+2 (DAQ (n)t ,(x), DAQ (n)t ,(x))
+2 ( (I+An) Q (n)t ,(x), Q
(n)
t ,(x))2g
(n)(t, x), (3.16)
which proves (3.11) for p=2. For arbitrary p # (1, 2) we have for + a.a. x
and all t>0
2
t2
f p= (t, x)=

t \
p
2
( f 2= )
p2&1 
t
f 2= + (t, x)
=
p
2
f p&2= (t, x)
2
t2
f 2=(t, x)+
p
2 \
p
2
&1+ f p&4= (t, x) \ t f 2=(t, x)+
2
and by (ii) of Lemma 3.4
Lf p= (t, x)=
p
2
f p&2= (t, x) Lf
2
=(t, x)+
p
2 \
p
2
&1+ f p&4= (t, x) &DA f 2=(t, x)&2,
for every t>0 and +-a.a. x. Therefore, taking into account (3.16) and (3.13)
we obtain for p<2
\ 
2
t2
+L+ f p= (t, x)
pf p&2= (t, x) g
(n)(t, x)+
p
2 \
p
2
&1+ f p&4= (t, x) \\ t f 20(t, x)+
2
+&DAf 20(t, x)&2+
pf p&2= (t, x) g
(n)(t, x)
+
p
2 \
p
2
&1+ 4 f p&4= (t, x) &Q (n)t ,(x)&2 \" t Q (n)t ,(x)"
2
+&DAQ (n)t ,(x)&2+
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pf p&2= (t, x) g
(n)(t, x)+ p( p&2) f p&2= (t, x) \" t Q (n)t ,(x)"
2
+&DAQ (n)t ,(x)&
2+
= p( p&1) g(n)(t, x) f p&2= (t, x)
and the lemma follows. K
4. LPS INEQUALITIES
In view of Lemma 2.8 the maximal function
,*(x)=sup
t>0
&Q (n)t ,(x)&,
satisfies the inequality
,*(x)sup
t>0
Qt(&,&)(x)sup
t>0
Rt(&,&)(x)
and thereby by the Maximal Inequality (see [23, p. 73])
&,*&pkp &,&p , p # (1, ). (4.1)
For n=1, 2, ... and , # W n, 1, 2A we define the LittlewoodPaley functions
G(n)(,)(x)=\|

0
t \&DAQ (n)t ,(x)&2+" t Q (n)t ,(x)"
2
+ dt+
12
and for , # L2(H, +; H n)
G (n)1 (,)(x)=\|

0
t " t Q (n)t ,(x)"
2
dt+
12
.
For n=0 we write G(0)=G and G (0)1 =G1 . In view of Lemma 2.8 we may
consider modifications of Q (n)t , and DAQ
(n)
t , which are analytic functions
of time so that the above functions are well defined.
Lemma 4.1. For every n0 and , # L2(H, +; H n)
&G(n)1 (,)&
2
2=
1
4 &,&
2
2 , (4.2)
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and
|

0
t &DA Q (n)t ,&
2
2 dt
1
4 &,&
2
2 . (4.3)
Proof. Let
&L(n)=|
[0, )
*P(d*)
be the spectral decomposition of &L(n). Then by the Spectral Theorem
&G(n)1 (,)&22=|

0
t &(I&L(n))12 Q (n)t ,&22 dt
=|

0
t |
[0, )
(1+*) e&2t - 1+* (P(d*) ,, ,) 2 dt
= 14 |
[0, )
(P(d*) ,, ,) 2= 14 &,&22 ,
which proves (4.2). Let , # Dn, A . Since (L, 1) 2=0 and by Corollary 3.3
&DAQ (n)t ,(x)&
2=( (&L)IQ (n)t ,(x), Q
(n)
t ,(x)) +
1
2 L(&Q
(n)
t ,( } )&
2)(x),
we obtain using (2.9)
&DA Q (n)t ,&
2
2=(&LIQ
(n)
t ,, Q
(n)
t ,) 2(&L
(n)Q (n)t ,, Q
(n)
t ,) 2 .
Then
|

0
t &DAQ (n)t ,&22 dt|

0
t |
(0, )
*e&2t - 1+* (P(d*) ,, ,)2 dt
=|
(0, )
*
4(*+1)
(P(d*) ,, ,) 2
1
4
&,&22 .
Since Dn, A is dense in L
2(H, +; H n) and DA is closed in this space (4.3)
follows for , # L2(H, +; H n). K
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Lemma 4.2. There exists K>0 such that for any  # DA such that 0
and , # PnA
|
H
(x)(G(n)(,)(x))2 +(dx)
K \|H &,(x)&2 (x) +(dx)+|H ,*(x) G(n)(,)(x) G()(x) +(dx)+ .
(4.4)
Proof. Let f, g : [0, )_H  R be measurable functions, such that
f (t, } ), g(t, } ) # DA for all t0 and f ( } , x), g( } , x) # C
2(0, ) for +-a.a. x.
Then by (3.6)
\ 
2
t2
+L+ ( fg)(t, x)= g(t, x) \ 
2
t2
+L+ f (t, x)+ f (t, x) \ 
2
t2
+L+ g(t, x)
+2 (DA f (t, x), DA g(t, x))
+2 \ft (t, x)+ \
g
t
(t, x)+ . (4.5)
To prove (4.4) note first that by Lemma 2.8 for +-a.a. x and t>0
" t Q (n)t ,(x)"
2
="Q (n)t2 \ t Q (n)t2 ,+ (x)"
2
Qt2 \" t Q (n)t2 ,( } )"
2
+ (x)
and
&DA Q (n)t ,(x)&2=&Q (n+1)t2 (DAQ (n)t2 ,)(x)&2Qt2(&DAQ (n)t2 ,( } )&2)(x).
It follows from the symmetry of Qt that
|
H
(x)(G(n)(,)(x))2 +(dx)
|

0
|
H
t \" t Q (n)t2 ,(x)"
2
+&DAQ (n)t2 ,(x)&
2+ Qt2(x) +(dx) dt
=4 |

0
|
H
t \" t Q (n)t ,(x)"
2
+&DA Q (n)t ,(x)&2+ Qt(x) +(dx) dt.
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Hence Lemma 3.5 yields for p=2
|
H
(x)(G(n)(,)(x))2 +(dx)
2 |

0
|
H
tQt(x) \ 
2
t2
+L+ &Q (n)t ,( } )&2 (x) +(dx) dt.
Since &Q (n)t ,( } )&
2 # DA by the proof of Lemma 3.5, we obtain from (4.5)
|
H
(x)(G(n)(,)(x))2 +(dx)
2 |

0
|
H
t \ 
2
t2
+L+ (&Q (n)t ,( } )&2 Qt ( } ))(x) +(dx) dt
&2 |

0
|
H
t &Q (n)t ,(x)&
2 \ 
2
t2
+L+ (Qt ( } ))(x) +(dx) dt
&4 |

0
|
H
t(DA &Q (n)t ,( } )&
2 (x), DA Qt(x)) +(dx) dt
&4 |

0
|
H
t \ t Qt (x)+ \

t
&Q (n)t ,( } )&2 (x)+ +(dx) dt.
Using the analogous arguments as in the proof of (4.10) below we may
show that
|

0
|
H
t \ 
2
t2
+L+ (&Q (n)t ,( } )&2 Qt ( } )) (x) +(dx) dt
|
H
&,(x)&2 (x) +(dx).
Hence, taking (3.10) into account we find that
|
H
(x)(G(n)(,)(x))2 +(dx)
2 |
H
&,(x)&2 (x) +(dx)&2 |

0
|
H
t &Q (n)t ,(x)&
2 Qt (x) +(dx) dt
&4 |

0
|
H
t (DA(&Q (n)t ,( } )&
2)(x), DAQt (x)) +(dx) dt
&4 |

0
|
H
t \ t Qt(x)+ \

t
&Q (n)t ,( } )&2 (x)+ +(dx) dt.
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Taking into account that Qt0, (3.13) holds and

t
&Q (n)t ,( } )&
2 (x)=2 Q (n)t ,(x), t Q (n)t ,(x)
we obtain
|
H
(x)(G(n)(,)(x))2 +(dx)
2 |
H
&,(x)&2 (x) +(dx)
+8 |

0
|
H
t &Q (n)t ,(x)& \&DA Q (n)t ,(x)& &DAQt(x)&
+" t Q (n)t ,(x)" }

t
Qt(x)}+ +(dx) dt.
Therefore, putting
g(n)(,)(t, x)=\" t Q (n)t ,(x)"
2
+&DAQ (n)t ,(x)&
2+
12
we obtain by the Schwartz inequality
|
H
(x)(G(n)(,)(x))2 +(dx)
2 |
H
&,(x)&2 (x) +(dx)
+8 |
H
,*(x)|

0
tg(n)(,)(t, x) g(0)()(t, x) dt +(dx)
2 |
H
&,(x)&2 (x) +(dx)
+8 |
H
,*(x) G(n)(,)(x) G()(x) +(dx),
which proves (4.4). K
Theorem 4.3. For every p # (1, ) there exist constants cp and Cp such
that for all , # L p(H, +; H n)
&G(n)(,)&pCp &,&p (4.6)
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and
cp &,&p&G (n)1 (,)&p . (4.7)
Proof. By Lemma 4.1
&G(n)(,)&22
1
2 &,&
2, , # L2(H, +; H n).
We will prove (4.6) for p # (1, 2). Assume first that , # PnA . By Lemma 3.5
we obtain for +-a.a. and x and t>0
&DA Q (n)t ,(x)&2+" t Q (n)t ,(x)"
2

1
p( p&1)
&Q (n)t ,(x)&
2& p lim inf
=  0 \
2
t2
+L+ f p= (t, x)

1
p( p&1)
(,*(x))2& p lim inf
=  0 \
2
t2
+L+ f p= (t, x),
where the function f= has been defined in Lemma 3.5. Hence, by (3.12) and
the Fatou Lemma
G2T(,)(x)=|
T
0
t \&DAQ (n)t ,(x)&2+" t Q (n)t ,(x)"
2
+ dt

1
p( p&1)
(,*(x))2& p lim inf
=  0
h=(T, x), (4.8)
where
h=(T, x)=|
T
0
t \ 
2
t2
+L+ f p= (t, x) dt.
By (3.12), h=0 +-a.s. and is nondecreasing in T. Since L1=0 the Fubini
Theorem and integration by parts yield
|
H
h=(T, x) +(dx)=|
T
0
|
H
t \ 
2
t2
+L+ f p= (t, x) +(dx) dt
=|
T
0
|
H
t
2
t2
f p= (t, x) +(dx) dt
=|
H \T

t
f p= (T, x)&|
T
0

t
f p= (t, x) dt+ +(dx)
T |
H

t
f p= (T, x) +(dx)+|
H
f p= (0, x) +(dx). (4.9)
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Moreover, the Ho lder inequality and (2.14) yield
T |
H

t
f p= (T, x) +(dx)
= pT |
H
f p&1= (T, x)
1
f=(T, x) 

t
Q (n)T ,(x), Q
(n)
T ,(x) +(dx)
pT |
H
f p&1= (T, x) } t Q (n)T ,(x)} +(dx)
Tp(&QT (&,&)& p&1p +=
p&1) " t Q (n)T ,"p .
Note that , # dom2(I&L(n))12 and since p<2 we obtain from (2.14)
T |
H

t
f p= (T, x) +(dx)Tp(&,&
p&1
2 +=
p&1) &QT &2  2 &(I&L(n))12 ,&2 ,
and, because the semigroup (Qt) is exponentially stable in L2(H, +),
lim
T  
T |
H

t
f p= (T, x) +(dx)=0.
Hence, it follows from (3.12) and (4.9) that
|
H
h=(T, x) +(dx) lim
T   |H h=(T, x) +(dx)& f=(0)&
p
p . (4.10)
By (4.8) and the Fatou lemma
&GT (,)& pp cp lim inf
=  0 |H ((,*(x))
2& p h=(T, x)) p2 +(dx).
By the Ho lder inequality with q= 2p and q$=
q
q&1 and (4.10) we obtain
&GT (,)& pp c~ p &,*& p(2& p)2p lim inf
=  0 \|H h=(T, x) +(dx)+
p2
c~ p &,*& p(2& p)2p lim inf
=  0
& f=(0)& p
22
p . (4.11)
Then by the Maximal Inequality and (4.11)
&G(n)(,)& pp = lim
T  
&GT (,)& pp C pp &,& pp ,
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for , # PnA . Since P
n
A is dense in L
p(H, +; H n) and DA is closed in
L p(H, +; H n), the above inequality holds for , # L p(H, +; H n). We will
prove now (4.6) for p4. For a function space X we denote by X+ the
cone of nonnegative functions in X. Let q be conjugate to p2 . Thus q # (1, 2]
and since (DA )+ is dense in (L
q)+ we have
&G(n)(,)&2p= sup
 # (DA
)+ &&q1
|
H
(x)(G(n)(,)(x))2 +(dx).
Assume that , # PnA . Applying the Ho lder inequality to (4.4) we obtain
|
H
(x)(G(n)(,)(x))2 +(dx)
K sup
&&q1
(&,&2p &&q+&,*&p &G()&q &G
(n)(,)&p).
By the first part of the proof
&G()&qCq for &&q1,
and therefore, taking (4.1) into account,
|
H
(x)(G(n)(,)(x))2 +(dx)Kp(&,&2p+&,&p &G
(n)(,)&p).
Then (4.12) yields
&G(n)(,)&2pKp(&,&2p+&,&p &G(n)(,)&p).
Hence (4.6) follows for p4 and , # PnA and then for , # L
p(H, +; H n)
by the limiting argument. Finally, by the Marcinkiewicz interpolation
theorem (4.6) holds for all p # [2, 4].
We will prove (4.7). Let p # (1, ) and , # L2(H, +; H n) & L p(H, +; H n).
Since G (n)1 is sublinear, we obtain from (4.2) by polarization
|(,, ) |4 (G (n)1 (,), G
(n)
1 ()) ,  # L
2(H, +; H n),
which implies
&,&p= sup
&&q1,  # L
2 & Lq
|(,, ) |4 sup
&&q1,  # L
2 & Lq
&G (n)1 (,)&p &G (n)1 ()&q .
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Since G (n)1 (,)G
(n)(,) (4.6) yields
&,&p sup
&&q1,  # L
2 & Lq
(4Cq &G (n)1 (,)&p &&q)4Cq &G (n)1 (,)&p
and (4.7) follows. K
5. DOMAINS OF (L(n))m2
Since A0 we obtain for k=0, 1, ...
An0 and I kH AnAn+k .
The latter inequality implies
&I kH  (A
12
n ) g&=&(I
k
H An)
12 g&&A12n+kg&, (5.1)
for all g # dom(A12n+k) and k=0, 1....
Lemma 5.1. The operator (IA12n ) (I&L
(n))&12 is bounded on
L p(H, +; H n) for all p # (1, ).
Proof. In what follows I stands for the identity operators on various
spaces which should be obvious from the context in each case. Note first
that the space L p(H, +; H n) is ‘-convex (see, for example, [3] for
details). Since LI is m-dissipative in L p(H, +; H n) so is LI&=I
for =>0 and thereby it follows from the theory presented in [25] that
for =>0,
&(=I&LI ) is&pe? |s|2, s # R. (5.2)
Since An is selfadjoint in H n we have &(’I+An) is&1 for ’>0 and all
s # R and since H n is a Hilbert space we find that
&(’I+IAn) is&p=&(’I+An) is&1, s # R, (5.3)
for ’>0 by the result on [26, pp. 224225]. To prove the lemma it is
enough to show that the operator (IAn) (I&L(n))&1 is bounded. To this
end we note that
(IAn)(I&L(n))&1=(=I+IAn)(I&L(n))&1&=I(I&L(n))&1
=(=I+IAn)(=I+IAn+(1&=) I&LI )&1
&=I(I&L(n))&1. (5.4)
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The operators V==I+IAn and U=(1&=) I&LI commute, satisfy
(5.2) and (5.3) respectively and ker(U)=ker(V)=[0]. Therefore by
Corollary 2 in [19] the operator V(V+U)&1 is bounded in L p(H, +; H n)
and then (IAn)(I&L(n))&1 is bounded by (5.4). K
Theorem 5.2. For every p # (1, ) and n0 there exist constants ap(n),
bp(n)>0 such that for every , # domp(I&L(n))12
ap(n)(&,&p+&DA,&p+&A12n ,&p)&(I&L(n))12 ,&p
bp(n)(&,&p+&DA ,&p+&A12n ,&p). (5.5)
In particular, for n=0 and , # W 1, pA
ap(0)(&,&p+&DA,&p)&(I&L)12 ,&pbp(0)(&,&p+&DA,&p).
Proof. We modify the proof in [21]. In what follows we use the notation
I for the identity on any of the spaces L p(H, +; H n), H n, n=0, 1, ... . Let
, # Dn, . Since by (2.16)
d
dt
Q (n+1)t DA,=&(I&L
(n+1))12 Q (n+1)t DA,=&DA(I&L
(n))12 Q (n)t ,
we obtain from (4.6) and (4.7)
&DA ,&pc&1p \|H \|

0
t " t Q (n+1)t DA ,(x)"
2
, dt+
p2
+(dx)+
1p
=c&1p \|H \|

0
t &DA Q (n)t (I&L
(n))12 ,(x)&2 dt+
p2
+(dx)+
1p
c&1p Cp &(I&L
(n))12 ,&p . (5.6)
By Lemma 5.1
&A12n ,&p&(Ia
12
n )(I&L
(n))&12&p &(I&L(n))12 ,&p
and since
&,&p&(I&L(n))&12&p &(I&L(n))12 ,&p ,
the left hand side of (5.5) follows for , # Dn, A . Since D
n, 
A is a core for
(I&L(n))12 in L p(H, +; H n) and DA is a closed operator we obtain the
LHS of (5.5) for , # domp(I&L(n))12 by the limiting argument.
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To prove the right hand side of (5.5) note that for ,,  # Dn, A
( (I&L(n))12 ,, ) 2=( (I&L(n)) ,, (I&L(n))&12 ) 2
=(,, (I&L(n))&12 ) 2
+(&LI,, (I&L(n))&12 ) 2
+(IAn,, (I&L(n))&12 ) 2
=(,, (I&L(n))&12 ) 2
+(DA I,, DAI(I&L(n))&12 ) 2
+(IA12n ,, IA
12
n (I&L
(n))&12 )2 . (5.7)
By Lemma 5.1 and the left hand side of (5.5) the operators
IA12n (I&L
(n))&12 and DA(I&L (n))&12
are bounded in L p(H, +; H n). Therefore (5.7) yields for a certain c>0
|( (I&L(n))12 ,, ) 2 |c(&,&p$+&DA,&p$+&A12n ,&p$) &&p
and
&(I&L(n))12 ,&p$= sup
&&p1
|( (I&L(n))12 ,, ) 2 |
bp$(&,&p$+&DA,&p$+&A12n ,&p$),
which completes the proof of (5.5) by the limiting argument.
Finally, for n=0 it follows from the density of DA in W
1, p
A that
domp(I&L)12=W 1, pA . K
Observe that for , # PnA
(I+An+k) l2 DkA, # P
n+k
A . (5.8)
In the proof of the theorem below we use the fact that for all k=1, 2, ...
and n=0, 1, ...
DkA Q
(n)
t ,=Q
(n+k)
t D
k
A,, , # P
n
A ,
which implies
DkA(I&L
(n))12 ,=(I&L(n+k))12 DkA,. (5.9)
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Theorem 5.3. For every p # (1, ), n0 and m1 there exist ap(n, m),
bp(n, m)>0 such that
ap(n, m) :
m
k=0
&(I+An+k) (m&k)2 DkA ,&p&(I&L(n))m2 ,&p
bp(n, m) :
m
k=0
&(I+An+k) (m&k)2 DkA,&p , (5.10)
for every , # domp(L(n))m2.
Proof. For m=1 we have
&(I+An)12 g&2Hn=&g&2Hn+&A12n g&2Hn
and therefore the theorem follows from Theorem 5.2. To prove (5.10) we
will proceed by induction with respect to m. Assume that it holds for a
certain m1 and all n0. Then taking into account Theorem 5.2 we
obtain for , # PnA
&(I&L(n)) (m+1)2 ,&p=&(I&L(n))12 (I&L(n))m2 ,&p
bp(n)(&(I&L(n))m2 ,&p+&DA(I&L(n))m2 ,&p
+&A12n (I&L
(n))m2 ,&p).
Therefore, by (5.9) and (5.8) and the induction assumption
&(I&L(n)) (m+1)2 ,&pb p(n) :
m
k=0
&(I+An+k) (m&k)2 DkA ,&p
+b p(n) :
m
k=0
&(I+An+1+k) (m&k)2 Dk+1A ,&p
+b p(n) :
m
k=0
&(I+An+k) (m&k)2 DkAA
12
n ,&p
=b p(b)(J1+J2+J3).
For J1 we obtain
J1= :
m
k=0
&(I+An+k) (m&k)2 DkA,&p
 :
m
k=0
&(I+An+k)&12& &(I+An+k) (m+1&k)2 DkA ,&p .
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Next, consider J2 .
J2= :
m
k=0
&(I+An+1+k)(m&k)2 Dk+1A ,&p= :
m+1
l=1
&(I+An+l) (m+1&l )2 D lA,&p .
To estimate J3 note that for , # PnA
DkA A
12
n ,=(I
k
H A
12
n ) D
k
A ,.
Since the operators I kH A
12
n and (I+An+k) commute we obtain from (5.1)
J3cp(n) :
m
k=0
&(I+An+k) (m+1&k)2 DkA ,&p .
Hence the right hand side of (5.10) holds for , # PnA and m+1 for all
n0. We will prove now the left hand side of (5.10) for m+1, all n0 and
, # PnA . By Lemma 5.1, (5.9) and the induction assumption we obtain for
k=0, 1, ..., m
&(I+An+k) (m+1&k)2 DkA,&&I (I+An+k)
12(I&L(n+k))&12&p
} &(I+An+k)m&k)2(I&L(n+k))12 DkA,&p
dp(n, m) &(I&L(n))m2 (i&L(n))12 ,&.
(5.11)
For k=m+1 Theorem 5.2 and (5.9) yield
&Dm+1A ,&p=&DA(DmA ,)&pdp(m+1, n) &(I&L(n+m))12 DmA ,&p
=dp(m+1, n) &DmA(I&L
(n))12 ,&p
d p(m+1, n) &(I&L (n))m2 (I&L(n))12 ,&p . (5.12)
In the last inequality in (5.12) (and in (5.11)) we have used (5.10) with
k=m on domp(I&L(n))m2. From (5.11), (5.12), and the first part of the proof
(5.10) follows for m+1 and , # PnA . By Lemma 3.1any , # domp(I&L
(n))(m+1)2
can be approximated in the graph norm by (,j)/PnA . Since DA and D
k+1
A
are closed in L p(H, +; H n) and W k, pA (H, +; H
n) respectively and
(I+An+k)&12 is bounded, the operators (I+An+k)l2 DkA are closed in the
suitable spaces for l, k=0, 1, ... . Therefore we can pass to the limit in the
LHS inequality and next in the RHS of (5.10) hence proving (5.10) for
every , # domp (I&L(n)) (m+1)2. K
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Corollary 5.4. For every p # (1, )
domp(L)=W 2, pA & W
1, p
A2 ,
where W 2, pA & W
1, p
A2 denotes the closure of PA in the norm & }&WA2
1, p+& }&WA2, p .
6. APPENDIX
Proof of Lemma 3.2. (i) Clearly, (3.5) holds for ,,  # P(A12). For
,,  # W 1, A and p>1 we can find sequences (,n), (n)/P(A
12) which
approximate ,,  in W 1, 2pA . Then by the Ho lder inequality
&,n DAn&, DA &p&,n&2p &DAn&DA&2p+&,&,n &2p &DA &2p .
Hence,
DA(,n , n)  , DA + DA, in L p(H, +; H)
and ,nn  , in L p(H, +). Since DA is closed, (i) follows.
(ii) If ,,  # P(A) then , DA  # P(A, A12)/domp(D*A) and by
direct calculation for +-a.a. x
D*A(, DA)(x)=&,(x) tr(D2A(x))&(DA,(x), DA (x))
+,(x)(C&12x, A12 DA(x)). (6.1)
Then by the same limiting argument as in the proof of (i) (6.1) follows for
, # W 1, A and  # P(A). For ,,  # P(A)/domp(L), (3.6) follows by direct
calculations from Proposition 2.6, (3.5) and (6.1). Let ,,  # DA and p>1.
Since PA is a core for L in W 1, 2pA , we can choose sequences (,n),
(n) # PA such that ,n  , and n   in the graph norm of L in the
space W 1, 2pA _W
1, 2p
A . In particular,
,n  , and L,n  L, in L2p(H, +),
and
DA,n  DA, in L2p(H, +; H).
Since (3.6) holds for every ,n and n , invoking the Ho lder inequality and
passing with n   we obtain
L(,nn)  ,L+L,+2 (DA,( } ), DA( } ))
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in L p(H, +). Because ,nn  , in L p(H, +) and L is closed, we find that
, # domp(L) and (3.6) follows.
Proof of Lemma 3.4. (i) If , # P(A12) then ,=v(,h1 , ..., ,hl) where v
is a real valued polynomial of l variables and h1 , ..., hl # dom (A12). Let
(h (n)j )/H0 , limn h
(n)
j =hj , j=1, ..., l, and ,n=v(,h1(n) , ..., ,h l(n) ). Then ,=
limn ,n in L p(H, +) and DI,=limn DI,n in L p(H, +; H) for all p # (1, ).
If r2 and ,0 then (,2n)
r2  ,r in L p(H, +) and DI (,2n)
r2  r,r&1 DI,
in L p(H, +; H) for all p # (1, ). Hence
DI,r=r,r&1 DI ,
and the lemma follows for , # P(A12) and r2. Let , # W 1, A , ,=>0
and let p # (1, ) be fixed. Let (,n)/P(A12) be such that ,n  , +-a.e.
and in W 1, qA , where q=max(rp, 2p). We will consider first the case r2.
For every n1
DA ,rn=r,
r&1
n DA ,n .
Since ,2n # P(A
12) we find that
DA(,2n)
r2=
r
2
(,2n)
r2&1 DA ,2n=r |,n |
r&2 ,n DA ,n
and therefore (,2n)
r2 # W 1, A . By the Ho lder inequality with the exponent r
&|,n | r&2 ,n DA,n&,r&1 DA,&p&|,n | r&2 ,n&,r&1&pr(r&1) &DA ,n&pr
+&,&r&1pr &DA(,n&,)&pr . (6.2)
Because ,n  ,0 in L pr(H, +) implies that
&|,n | r&2 ,n&,r&1&pr(r&1)  0,
we find that the right hand side of (6.2) tends to zero as n  . Therefore,
DA(,2n)
r2  r,r&1 DA, in L p(H, +).
Since DA is closed in L p(H, +) and (,2n)
r2  ,r in L p(H, +) it follows that
(3.8) holds. Let r<2. We will show first that for $>0
(,2+$)r2 # W 1, A and DA(,
2+$)r2=r(,2+$)(r2)&1 , DA,.
(6.3)
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Again, let ,n # P(A12) be an approximating sequence. Then, by the same
arguments as in the first part of the proof (,2n+$)
r2 # W 1, A and (6.3)
holds for ,n . Then we obtain
&(,2n+$)(r2)&1 ,n DA,n&(,2+$) (r2)&1 , DA,&p
&((,2n+$)
(r2)&1&(,2+$) (r2)&1) , DA,&p
+M(&,n&2p &DA(,n&,)&2p+&DA,&2p &,n&,&2p), (6.4)
where
M=\1$+
1&(r2)
(,2n+$)
(r2)&1, n1, (6.5)
The second term of the right hand side of (6.4) converges to zero because
,n  , in W 1, 2pA and the first term tends to zero by (6.5) and the Dominated
Convergence Theorem. Moreover, for any r<2
(,2n+$)
r2  (,2+$)r2 in L p(H, +). (6.6)
Indeed, for r<0 (6.6) holds by the Dominated Convergence and the
estimate analogous to (6.5) and for r # (0, 2) (6.6) follows from the estimate
&(,2n+$)r2&(,2+$)r2&p&|,2n&,2| r2&p&,n&,&r22p &,n+,& r22p .
The closedness of DA completes the proof of (6.4). Finally, let 1$n  0+.
Then
(,2+$n) (r2)&1\1=+
2&r
and therefore by the Dominated Convergence
(,2+$n) (r2)&1 , DA ,  ,r&1 DA , in L p(H, +; H).
Again by the Dominated Convergence
(,2+$n)r2  ,r in L p(H, +)
and since DA is closed ,r # W 1, pA and (3.8) follows.
(ii) If , # PA and ,=>0 then by (i), ,r&1 # W 1, A . Hence by (3.8)
and (6.1),
,r # domp(L), for all p>1, (6.7)
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and (3.9) holds. Fix p>1 and q=max(2p, rp2 ). For a given , # D

A and
,= we can choose a sequence (,n)/PA such that ,n  , in dom1, 2q(L)
when endowed with the graph norm in the space W 1, 2qA _W
1, 2q
A . By part
(ii) of Lemma 3.2, ,2 # domq (L). Moreover, it follows from the proof of
part (ii) of Lemma 3.2 that
,2n  ,
2 and L,2n  L,
2,
in W 1, qA and L
q(H, +), respectively. Fix $>0 and let
s=
r
2
, n=,2n+$, =,
2+$.
Then n   in W 1, qA and Ln  L in L
q(H, +). Since $n # PA we
have from (6.7)
Lsn=s
s&1
n Ln+s(s&1) 
s&2
n &DAn&
2. (6.8)
We will show that
Ln  ss&1L+s(s&1) s&2 &DA&, (6.9)
in L p(H, +). Indeed,
&s&1n Ln&
s&1L&p  0
by the estimates analogous to (6.2) and (6.4). For the second term of (6.8)
we have
&s&2n &DAn&2&s&2 &DA&2 &p
&s&2n (&DAn&
2&&DA &2)&p+&( s&2n &
s&2) &DA&2&p :=:n .
For s<2, since n$ we find that
0<s&2n \1$+
2&s
:=M.
Hence, by the Ho lder inequality
:nM &DA(n&)&2p (&DAn &2p+&DA&2p)
+\|H (s&2n (x)&s&2(x)) p &DA (x)&2pH +(dx)+
1p
. (6.10)
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The first term in (6.10) converges to zero because n   in W 1, 2pA and the
second term converges to zero by the Dominated Convergence Theorem.
For s>2 we obtain by the Holder inequality with exponents u= ss&2 and
u$= s2
:n&n&s&2sp &DA n&DA&sp (&DAn &sp+&DA&sp)
+&s&2n &
s&2&sp(s&2) &DA &sp ww
0
n  
and therefore (6.9) follows. Since sn  
s in L p(H, +) and L is closed in
L p(H, +), (3.9) follows for  and s. Then taking into account Lemma 3.2
we obtain (,2+$)r2 # domp(L) and
L(,2+$)r2=r(,2+$) (r2)&1 ,L,+r(,2+$)(r2)&1 &DA ,&2
+r(r&2)(,2+$) (r2)&2 ,2 &DA,&2.
Finally, passing to the limit with $  0+ (and for r<4 taking into
account that ,=>0) we obtain (ii) by the same argument as that in the
proof of (i).
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